
The Single-Source, Production-thru-Post Model Develops an Easy
Familiarity

Efficiency, economy and the ability to package projects, along with enhanced
creative flexibility, makes this method a no-brainer for many.  

Recently, several big advertisers in the US decided to hold massive creative and media
reviews in an effort to “streamline” their roster of agencies. Seems clients have this idea
that working with fewer but closer partners will make the process faster, more responsive,
probably cheaper and more effective overall. 

http://crdt.tv/MzE0ODI0


Now reduce that thinking down to the scale of a production or post house and you’ve got
the same mindset that’s driving the ongoing shift towards providing one-stop, single-
sourced resources that combine production, creative editorial and finishing all under the
banner of one company. 

Source Creative has been tracking the one-stop trend for a number of years – this is our
fourth Special Feature that’s taken a close look at some of the key players in the arena
and reviewed where the model is going in terms of business, capabilities and talent. Each
time, we’ve documented some great success stories of companies working closely with
agencies or directly with clients and providing a breadth of services that would have been
hard to imagine just a few years ago.

Better still, we continue to hear stories about more innovative creative thinking; more
engaged directors, editors and effects artists; and a stronger sense of functioning like a
true studio, rather than a bit player, and this roundup is no different. Our current
exploration into the state of one-stop includes the expert views of a number of top
companies working both in the US and abroad. This list includes:

Caviar Content, the US and European production and post company that has offices in
L.A., London, Paris and Brussels, and which first built-out its hybrid capabilities in Europe
before importing them to America; charlieuniformtango (CUT), the Dallas and Austin-
based company that got its start in editorial and post and has since blossomed into a full-
fledged production and post player; and Hinge Digital, the Portland studio whose roots
are in 3D animation and visual effects, which has expanded into live action production, full
post, digital and print. 

Also participating are Aero Film, the bicoastal US production house that works closely
with its sister studio, Parachute VFX, and its own internal editorial team to deliver one-
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stop assignments for agencies and brands; and @LArge Productions + Post, the L.A.-
based production and post studio which recently opened a New York office and which
provides full hybrid services tapping a range of directorial and post production talents.

One-Stop Legacies

The origins of a one-stop shop often influence how it goes about expanding its services,
and the legacies different players bring to the space can vary widely.

Corentin De Saedeleer, Post Production Manager at Caviar, for example, says the
company provided post services from the very beginning in its Belgium office, where it
produced both films and commercials. “We started out with one computer and Final Cut
Pro, and slowly added more gear and people until we had a full service post company,” he
explains. Now they offer full-up services across the board, “servicing any type of
production from the early pre-pro process to the final delivery.”

Portland’s Hinge, according to Founder and EP Roland Gauthier, began to add additional
services as its relationships with clients and agencies grew. “Over the past few years
we’ve expanded our internal production capabilities to encompass live-action production,
comprehensive 2D motion graphics, integrated campaign collateral and audio post,” he
notes. “Those changes have been driven by the needs of our brand and agency partners
to help them deliver content for a much wider range of media and audiences.”

Lola Lott, Founder and CEO of charlieuniformtango, notes that the company started as a
creative editorial boutique in the mid-90s, but didn’t add a production arm until June of
2008. “Our first director, Jeremy Bartel, came to us with a great body of work he’d
already written, produced and directed,” she explains, “and it was with Jeremy that we
started creating content. And we could do it with agility, efficiency, and budget-
consciousness, because we had production and post in house.” Lott notes that for
directors, giving them easy access to post production artists and editors and their fancy
toolboxes is a wonderful thing: “We can make a very simple, clever idea really shine,” she
says. 
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In L.A., the high-flying production house Aero Films, launched by Director Klaus
Obermeyer, grew its capabilities over time, mostly by adding in-house visual effects,
explains Head of New Business for Aero Film and Parchute, Susanne Kelly. “As
production budgets got tighter, we had to be more holistic in our approach, as we didn’t
want to sacrifice quality. Controlling the whole budget allows us to really put the money
where it’s needed. Also, by having our VFX supervisor and our director working as a team,
you don’t have to deal with the VFX contingency budget you need if you run into a ‘what if
live-action doesn’t get what’s needed?’ scenario. That often saves about 25 percent right
at the start.”

@LArge Productions + Post launched with a full-service model as part of its business
plan, explains Managing Director Tracy Mays.  “We’ve offered production and post since
inception. Last year my partner Beth Aranda and I welcomed Partner/EP Ashley Hydrick
and together, we’ve continued to expand our post network to deliver seamless work of
any style and scope.”

Enhanced Flexibility is a Key Characteristic

The budget benefits of combining different aspects of production and post is almost
universally cited as the prime reason for establishing a one-stop model, but it’s not the
only one. Companies that work frequently in longer-format genres such as docu-style, or
who produce entertainment or TV content, find it’s a necessity in order to deliver on time
and on budget. 

“Generally, working this way allows us to provide a better service to agencies and clients,”
says Caviar’s De Saedeleer. “They don’t have to go to different vendors. We all know
saving time equals saving money. And some jobs we wouldn’t have been able to do
without having in-house post, such as features or music videos. Clients need a higher
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volume of content today, and with quicker turnaround delivered at lower budgets. This
type of content calls out for a one-stop approach!”

“

The biggest advantage we have is flexibility,” says CUT Executive Producer Jeff Elmore.
“Each job is so unique – it’s like its own puzzle – and by collaborating with the agencies
from the beginning, we figure out the best way to solve it. Sometimes that means putting
more time and money on the production side, other times it’s saving time on set with a
shot knowing that our effects team can do more heavy lifting on the back end. It’s an
exciting process to be a part of.”

There are other ways to make one-stop pay off, too. “It can allow us to cut out some of
the traditional model mark-ups, so that we can apply that money where it has more
impact,” says @LArge’s Aranda, who’s Live Action EP. “It also lets us as producers
mitigate surprises that hurt the bottom line. By doing the entire job, we help ensure the
integrity of the production overall.”

And then there’s the organizational aspect that comes when everyone is working for the
same shop: “Planning a big job is much easier when you’re all working under the same
umbrella,” says Parachute VFX EP Sara Eolin. “You don’t have the vendor/director
relationship. Rather, it’s peer to peer, and we all have the same goal: doing what’s best for
the creative. You don’t have to worry about live-action wanting to control more of the
budget, or VFX wanting to create more in CG; it’s not about the money, it’s about the
creative.”

The one-stop approach also lets producers do a better job of mixing and matching talent
for each specific assignment. “We tailor our production approach to the creative and
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budgetary needs of each client, and expand our core team with trusted freelancers from
the local and national markets on an as-needed basis,” says Hinge’s Gauthier. “We bring
on specialists for certain less frequent or specialized tasks, including designers or music
composers with unique styles, or particular forms of animation. And we’ve developed
tightly integrated partnerships with like-minded creative businesses that offer unique and
complimentary services to ours.”

Competing Against In-House

The growth of one-stop models seems like a natural bulwark against the march of agency
in-house production and post, but the situation is somewhat more complicated than that.
In-house is not as prevalent in Europe as in the US, for example, although that’s changing.
And companies with a balance between ad and entertainment work are less impacted by
the trend. 

Aero, for example, relies on its one-stop capability largely in the area of effects and
finishing, which is still not a huge part of in-house departments. “It’s an area that
agencies haven’t been able to set up for themselves,” says Eolin. “And our level of talent
continues to be our biggest selling point.”

CUT’s Lola Lott says one way a single-source model has helped has been in shifting
agency perceptions about the kind of work they can produce. “In the early years of our
production capability, I think we were more frequently asked to help solve budget-
constraint problems,” she says. “And agencies knew that with the firepower of our
editorial supporting the production, they’d be able to deliver content to their clients that
would match their bigger-budgeted work. But now they look at us differently; we’re no
longer seen as a resource just for ‘budget-challenged’ jobs. Our directors have genuinely
gained their trust and our work speaks for itself.”
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One company has taken a novel approach, functioning essentially as a four-wall or
whitelabel in-house arm of an agency – it’s outsourced in-house, in a way. “Part of our
model is that we become the production arm for an agency, which has organically
included post,” explains @LArge’s Hydrick. “Ideally, we sit with the agency team during
the creative phases so that we can advise on the details of execution. With our full service
capabilities we also offer pre-vis, which some agencies have found instrumental in helping
sell ideas through to their clients. 

“This relationship benefits everyone because the concepts, the production and the post
are aligned and part of the thinking from the beginning,” she continues. “We aren’t
countering this trend as much as we are providing a unique solution that integrates with
the agency, but is still independent.”

Single-Source Trending

So where does the one-stop model go next, now that the production paradigm has shifted
so much that studios are working for clients directly, and agencies (as well as holding
companies) are getting into both production and post with massive investments? Will
independents see more competition? As expected, how our panel viewed these issues
depended on their perspective. 

““At Caviar, we’re a one-stop shop for advertising clients and our own original content,
and we’re also an international company, too, so we’re less affected by what the rest of
the marketplace does,” says Managing Partner and EP Jasper Thomlinson, who’s based
in Caviar’s L.A. office. “Being an international company, we work differently; for example,
we share assignments between offices, to foster collaboration, balance our workflow or
meet schedule needs. Overall, we feel there’s a bright future for this manner of working,
particularly for highly diversified studios such as ours.”
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“The trend in advertising, as in TV and online entertainment, is towards creating flexible
and original content across a broad range of media channels,” says Hinge’s Gauthier,
whose studio not only works for agencies and directly for clients, but is also a key
provider of VFX and CG work Adult Swim's edgy animated series, "Toonami." “We’ve
found, in our case, that the volume of work is moving away from one off projects and
towards clients, whether in advertising or entertainment, who are seeking a trusted
creative partner they know they can count on to deliver great work and be responsive for
ongoing needs. In our view, one-stop models are ideally suited to fill this kind of role.”

“We’re sure more companies will try to emulate the one-stop model, just like they
followed the full-service post house experience,” adds CUT’s Lott, referring to how edit
houses expanded into VFX, design and finishing. For her part, CUT is continuing to add to
both their post and production capabilities, having just opened an insert stage for small
shoots and pick-up shots.

“We’ll continue to differentiate ourselves the way we always have over the last 20 years,”
Lott continues, “by surrounding ourselves with the best talent available.  No model can
sustain on its own or succeed without it.”

At Aero, EPs Kelly and Eolin would tend to agree. “Again, creative is king. You’re only as
good as your work, and if the work is good and you can make budgets work, without
hurting your crews and artists, that’s a great model,” says Kelly. Adds Eolin, “It ensures
that one element of the production isn’t being take advantage of – for example, live-action
gets its full estimate, but edit is done for peanuts. Doing things that way is tough on the
vendors, and it’s certainly not fair as favors are rarely repaid.”

Coming Together
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It’s interesting that Eolin mentions the concept of fairness, since one of the main appeals
for everyone working in a single-source field is the heightened sense of collaboration and
the ease in sharing. Protecting one’s turf has been banished, it seems, replaced by
everyone wearing a jersey with the same logo. 

“We’re all shifting to a business where collaboration is replacing division,” says @LArge’s
Tracy Mays. “There’s room now for increased integration and creative solutions, and it’s
exciting to navigate through this expanded playing field. We are designing, building and
owning our client-facing solutions, and have developed strategic partnerships with key
organizations to create self-sustaining alliances. 

“This creates an environment where partners, clients and even competitors work side-by-
side to solve problems and open up new opportunities for growth,” Mays sums up. “All of
this, combined with working with some of the top talent in the business, both directors
and creatives, helps all of us in the one-stop model stand out from the pack.”


